The main objective of the Guidelines is to provide a non-binding complement to other guidelines and offer advice to RDP evaluation stakeholders on how to carry out the evaluation activities for answering the common evaluation questions related to innovation. Since the RDP’s effects on innovation in rural areas can be expected to take place, most likely, in the long-term, the guidelines focus in particular on those evaluation related activities, which will be reported in the AIR in 2019 and in the ex post evaluation. The Guidelines are structured in three parts:

- **Chapter 1**: explains the innovation system in rural areas and the concept of the evaluation of innovation in rural development. The concept introduces the EU and RDP policy framework and how they interrelate with each other, as well as the overview of the common evaluation elements.
- **Chapter 2**: informs Managing Authorities about specificities linked to managing the evaluation of innovation and reporting requirements. Chapter 2.2 explains the approaches to answering the innovation related evaluation questions and provides specific guidance for each of the common evaluation questions: numbers 1, 2, 21, 23 and 30 concerning those aspects which relate to innovation.
- **Chapter 3 (Annexes)**: includes the glossary and the steps for identifying the RDP innovation potential.
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- repaired footnotes' missing links.
- revised and further updated the terminology of the additional result indicators in table 7 and 8 related to CEQ 23,
- removed the formula for the additional result indicator and show the calculation of them directly in a new column in table 8.
- updated the layout of the figures ensuring a better readability
- updated the cross-links where necessary
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